D.I.Y. Design:
the chambray heart

What you’ll need:
A chambray shirt
A patch of fabric (choose one that looks good on both sides)
Scissors
Thread
Pins
A small-eyed needle
A white pencil or chalk
Double-sided tape

STEPS:
1. Fold a piece of paper and cut out a small heart (about 2" in diameter).
2. On different-colored paper, trace the small heart and cut 1⁄4" around to create a larger heart.
3. Tape the small heart onto one of the shirt’s sleeves and trace its outline using your
white pencil.
4. Leaving 1⁄4" between your scissors and the white trace line (this extra border is called “seam
allowance”), cut out the heart shape. Cut tiny slits into the seam allowance without going over
the white trace line (this will be your stitch line).

5. Tape the larger heart onto your fabric patch and trace its outline using your white pencil.
6. On your fabric patch, cut around the traced heart, leaving a 1⁄4" seam allowance. Cut triangular
notches out of the seam allowance without going over the white trace line.

7. Turn the shirtsleeve inside out and pin the heart patch directly over the heart cutout (make
sure it’s placed exactly over the cutout by checking both sides for gaps).

8. Turn the shirtsleeve right side out. Make a small knot with the thread and pass your needle
from the inside of the shirt to the outside of your stitch line, so the knot is hidden. Fold the
seam allowance under the stitch line and make tiny stitches between the folded stitch line and
the patch.
9. Work your way around the edge of the entire heart and knot the thread at the end.

10. Turn the shirt inside out. Trim the 1⁄4" seam allowance on the shirtsleeve to
1
⁄8" of an inch or smaller (note: do not cut the patch’s seam allowance).

STEP LOREM
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis sit amet sapien dapibus nunc pulvinar dapibus sed et lorem.

11. Just like in steps 8 and 9, fold the notched seam allowance under the stitch line and make
tiny stitches around the circumference of the heart.

12. Once you’ve stitched around the whole heart, double-knot your thread close to the patch.
Push your needle into the outer stitch line and pull it out between the two stitch lines. Pull the
excess thread taut and snip it at the surface so the thread tail is enclosed between the two layers
of fabric.

